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Across
2. number of islands japan is made of
8. what new york gets destroyed by in fantastic beasts
11. AC for house
14. Cousin to the ostrich
15. _______! I have to be at work!"
17. Irish name for girl
19. bravery, strength
20. ________ 9 spacecraft robotic
22. REAL tallest mountain in the world not everest in hawaii
23. the sound for making sleep
28. wild, crazy idea
29. monster like troll
30. bird in mexico, name begins with a 'Q'
32. chinese sacred animal
33. throw a fit
35. wizard fight
36. Mo _______ author of the pigeon books, elephant and 
piggie books, and more!
38. remember
39. different, one-of-a-kind
40. Beacon ____ (a shooting star called by the chinese)
45. the two countries in south africa
47. app i made this crossword in
48. Where cats sleep

49. ____ Votto, plays for Rangers, last year he was chosen 
for the All-Star team, tested positive with COVID-19
50. Charles ______the great author of A christmas carol 
and other books
51. __________ dunn (plays for North Carolina Courage 
and us women's national team
52. Chinese saying, "Long live Ho Yi! (example)May he live 
______ Years!
Down
1. what people from Swaziland are called
3. gone
4. Rapunzel's _______
5. test
6. Halfborn _________ from Magnus Chase
7. Voyager ___
9. _______ Suarez (plays for the Cincinnati Reds)
10. seamus __________ from harry potter
12. Moses and _______
13. what I am making right this instant
16. things that people use in secret
18. What people used before cars
21. dwarf planet, it was originally called the ninth planet of 
the solar system
24. Pyramid of ______
25. "relying on only my ____ to survive."
26. ____ Busch (NASCAR driver)
27. Oh, the grand old duke of ____

31. antoine _______ from FC barcelona
34. Carys ____ Williams
37. time that people live
41. _______ muggle girl second salemer from fantastic 
beasts and where to find them
42. cry, complain
43. in ___
44. Egyptian god of the dead and ruler of the Duat
46. one hundred forty _____


